


Whether you're a weekend camper or an international class game farm manager 

shopping for a new game viewing vehicle, Gerber's 4WD will look after your 

conversion with true professionalism. Wouter Gerber has been in the 4x4 

conversion industry for over twenty five years, wherever he is known, he is 

respected for both his technical abilities and his undisputed integrity. In 2003

he established his current company Gerber's 4WD & Accessories CC, he 

maintains an ongoing contract with all leading role players in the Outdoor 

Industry. Gerber's are both technologists and traditionalists, they stand for 

old fashioned hand fitted finishes and high technology fitments. Gerber's have 

been responsible for many industry adopted innovations. They specialise in 

custom solutions and not just standard bolt-on fittings. Gerber's have long 

established and proprietary relationships with select sub-contractors who 

manufacture specialist components for their conversions. Master Craftsmen is 

probably the most appropriate description for the company, within the limits of 

specification and safety they will accept any conversion project. It will be 

correctly designed, specified and implemented. Their expertise and integrity 

guarantees the finished product. These are the maxims of true Master 

Craftsmen and for Gerber's there is no other way!





▪ Aluminium Canopy with four different colouring options to choose from for 

powder coating of the frame which is White, Grey, Black or SilverVein. 

▪ This Canopy has Three Big doors of which the side doors can be up or down 

depending on customers choice.

▪ We offer a BIG BACK DOOR/TAILGATE REPLACEMENT reinforced to carry a 

extra spare wheel.

▪ This Canopy is fully Lockable to ensure luggage Safety.

▪ Gerbers 4WD Canopies also serves as a roll bar which will protect 

passengers in the vehicle.



▪ Gerbers Canopies allows for one Roof-Top 

Tent on the Canopy.

▪ With Load bars we can do a extra Roof-Top 

Tent to accommodate 4 adults.

▪ We can offer a Annex add a room as a large 

area for extra beds or dining.

▪ 1.4m wide x 2.4m long x1.3m high in dimensions

▪ Premium 280GSM ripstop Polly Cotton Canvas, 

waterproof and breathable.

▪ Raised “climate cover” flysheet to control 

temperature and reduce condensation.

▪ Pop up window awnings

▪ Quick to set up under 10 mins



▪ Adding a snorkel to a rental vehicle will increase 

engine performance.

▪ A snorkel reduces fuel consumption.

▪ A Snorkel Increases air intake to the engine with 

cold air which reduces the temperature to the turbo 

that enhances engine performance.

▪ This comes in handy when pulling a Caravan and 

going off-road.



▪ Gerbers 4WD manufactures Long Range Fuel Tanks out of 3 CR12 Stainless 

steel with a stone chip coating for protection.

▪ These tanks are a necessity for rental vehicles due to the fact that they go over 

the boarder and clean diesel is not always available.

▪ The Long Range Fuel Tanks are also designed for a low spare wheel drop  and 

as many litres as possible.

▪ The Long Range Fuel Tanks are Gravity fed and no fuel pump is necessary.

▪ To make Renting Vehicles as comfortable as possible for your clients, no jerry 

cans are necessary inside or outside the vehicle, so no smell while traveling. 



▪ The Aluminium Drawer Systems offer 

sufficient packing space for comfortable 

camping and traveling.

▪ Drawer systems comes with a lockable 

system so your luggage is safe at all times.

▪ The drawers also offer packing space on the 

sides with closable lids.

• The strong and durable bearing system will not 

disappoint you and will allow you to enjoy your 

holiday without any concerns.

• The carpeted top will protect any luggage from 

getting damaged during your holiday.

• The heavy duty carpet inside the drawer system 

provides extra safety for your luggage.



▪ For comfortable access to your fridge a powder coated fridge slide with 

roller bearings that can TILT this makes it comfortable for ladies and kids to 

access.

▪ This fridge slide is available in a 40, 60 and 90 L.

▪ There are various fridges to choose from as name brands and litres

depending on clients needs.

▪ These fridges can be used as coolers or freezers.



▪ Water tanks are essential to carry with you for showering, washing dishes 

and hand washing, although drinking water should be carried separate.

▪ The design can be done in such a way that the filler neck fits on the side of 

the canopy for easy fillable access with a lockable cap.

▪ The water works in a gravity feed manner to eliminate any water pumps



• Easily accessible stainless-steel table can be installed in the canopy that will 

give you a stable surface to work on.

• Stable working area when preparing food, dining or just as a camping table.

• The table and slide is installed inside the roof of the canopy to take up as 

less space as possible.



▪ Gerbers 4WD can install a kitchen unit to make it more comfortable for the client 

to camp.

▪ This kitchen unit can be built and equipped to suit you and your clients needs.

▪ If required, this kitchen unit can be equipped with a stove.

▪ Tri coloured LED Light can be installed that offers 3 different colour options.

▪ White as a standard working light, red for when around wild animals and yellow 

for mosquitos.

▪ A gas bottle can be added for a gas stove.

▪ A high lift jack and fire extinguisher can also be installed 



▪ A dual battery system can be added to support the fridge.

▪ A jump start mode can be added to the battery system should the 

vehicles main battery go flat the client can jump start from secondary 

battery.

▪ Power points will be fitted in the load bin for a fridge

▪ A 6000watt invertor can be installed for laptops, cameras and 

cellphones to be charged to give the client a more convenient trip.



Contact Us
97 Allblack Rd, Anderbolt, Boksburg, 1459

PO BOX 5535, Kempton park, 1620

GPS: -26.205571’ 

28.280813

Email: sales@gerbers4wd.co.za
Web: www.gerbers4wd.co.za

Tel: 011 979 4817/ 7748
Fax: 086 556 0703

mailto:sales@gerbers4wd.co.za



